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March 23, 1981

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Office of Public Affairs
YIashington, D. C.
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of the St. Lucie Nuclear power plant site
chinson Island, St. Lucie County,
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petitioner is

Helen Shea Viells, 93 El Mar Drive Jen-

Florida. The interest of the petitioner in
these proceedings .results from the following:
l. As an eight
year resident of Beach Club Colony
located 'on Hutchinson Island six miles south
of the power plant I also represent 1500 property owners on the island.
2. These residents object to the complete lack
of any safety precautions in the event of
a nuclear accident.
3. The one narrow road, A-1-A has traffic pro-
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alarming rate of construction approved by
St. Lucie County commissioners plans for a
population of approximately 20,000 people in
a six mile area south of the plant.
The only exit is a bridge 18 miles north of
the Martin County line and two bridges six
ten miles south of the nuclear pl'ants in a
different county, (Martin Co.)
During November-March there exists waits of
20 minutes getting on 8 off the island on the
Martin County bridges.
Presently. there exists no public„warning system
and there seems to be a dispute .between the
Department of Disaster Control in Martin St.
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Lucie Counties as to which system should be
and whether Fla. Power Ec'Light should pay
for this system. This leaves:,the residents in
the middle.
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Hutchinson Xsland Coalition with its 1500 members
that the HRC staff will conduct safety and environmental reviews before
grants any license. However, we "y
want to go on record with you to emphasize the urgent need
for proper safety precautions.
Vie hope that there will
be a plan for evacuation just as soon as possible and we
would appreciate your assistance in this matter at your
earliest convenience.
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The seven points as outlined show how we would be affected
by the proceedings as well as the specific aspects

Sincerely,
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Helen Shea Sells
Director, Hutchinson island
Coalition

